Medical, Dental, Veterinary, Pharmacy, Optometry, PT, PA
Suggested fall schedule for entering freshman

- WRC 1013 (Freshman Composition I) **
- AIS 1203 (Academic Inquiry)
- MAT 1073 (Algebra for Scientists Engineers) *
- CHE 1073 (Basic Chemistry) *
- Introductory Major course (non-science) or UTSA Core Curriculum course **

* Depending on major, you may place into a higher level course, if necessary.
**If you have earned AP or Dual CR for any one class visit with your advisor to discuss other options

For more information, contact us - 210-458-5185 * MS 3.03.14
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Nursing, Dental Hygiene, Respiratory Care and OT
Suggested fall schedule for entering freshman

- WRC 1013 (Freshman Composition I) **
- AIS 1203 (Academic Inquiry)
- MAT 1023 (College Algebra) *
- BIO 1233 (Contemporary Biology) *
- PSY 1013 (Introduction to Psychology)
or SOC 1013 (Introduction to Sociology) **

* Depending on major, you may place into a higher level course, if necessary.
** If you have earned AP or Dual CR for any one class visit with your advisor to discuss other options

For more information, contact us - 210-458-5185 * MS 3.03.14

@utsauhpo